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 Update Required To play the media you will need to either update your browser to a recent version or update your Flash plugin.
Readme.txt The goal of this script is to fix damage to light sources which is caused by applying "Make Transparent" in

Photoshop. It was discovered that the previous version had a bug which caused the light sources to lose their transparency when
the script was applied. In addition to that, the script fixes several issues which were recently identified with the final version of

the plugin. This script should be very useful if you have different projects and you do not want to have to reapply this script
frequently. New in version 5.0 (5007-01): Version history: -Version 0.1 : First version was written, based on the various bugs
found by users on photoshopforums -Version 0.3 : Fixed the bug with applying the plugin without having the source image

selected -Version 0.4 : Added the following features: - Added a new button to the dialogue box, "Apply on All Layers" - Added
a new dialogue box, where you can type the opacity of the light source that you want to fix (it is set on the source file, but you

can change it) - Added a dialogue box, where you can change the color of the broken lights, if you want (it is not changed on the
source file, but you can change it) - Added a dialogue box, where you can change the amount of add, you want to use (it is set on

the source file, but you can change it) - Added the ability to select the source image file, before starting to apply the script -
Added the ability to select the destination image file, before starting to apply the script - Updated the code to work with the

5.0.3 and 5.0.4 versions of photoshop. - Added the ability to 82157476af
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